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1. INTRODUCTION
w xThe so-called Weil representations were introduced by A. Weil 28 for
classical groups over local fields. Weil mentioned that the finite field case
may be considered analogously. This was developed in detail by R. E.
w x w xHowe 14 and P. Gerardin 10 . The same representations were introducedÂ
w xindependently by H. N. Ward 27 for symplectic groups and by G. M. Seitz
w x 21 for unitary groups. It seems, however, that these representations for
 . w x.Sp p were first treated in 1 . Weil representations attract much2 n
wattention because of their interesting features, cf., for instance, 6, 7, 8, 9,
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x11, 12, 13, 19, 20, 24, 25, 31 . The construction of the Weil representations
w x  .may be found in 14, 10, 21 , etc. In particular, Sp q has four distinct2 n
U   n . .irreducible Weil characters denoted by h , h both of degree q y 1 r2n n
U   n . .  .and j , j of degree q q 1 r2 . Furthermore, SU q has q q 1 dis-n n n
i  0 .tinct irreducible Weil characters denoted by z , 0 F i F q and z 1 sn n
 n  .n.  . i .  n  .n.  . .q q q y1 r q q 1 , z 1 s q y y1 r q q 1 for i ) 0 .n
In this paper we give several characterizations of irreducible Weil
 .  .  .representations of the symplectic groups Sp q q odd and the special2 n
 .unitary groups SU q . Our main goal is to complete the classification ofn
complex irreducible representations of classical groups such that the
number of distinct eigenvalues of a certain element of order p is less than
p. To this end we first develop some machinery that enables us to proceed
by induction on the rank of the group under question. This machinery
includes characterizing the Weil representations in terms of the irre-
ducible constituents of their restriction to related classical subgroups of
 .smaller rank. More precisely, we prove cf. Theorems 1.1 and 4.3 below
 .that a nontrivial irreducible representation Q of Sp q with q odd,2 n
  . .n ) 1 resp. SU q with n ) 2 is a Weil representation whenever all then
<  .  <  ..irreducible constituents of the restriction Q Sp q resp. Q SU q2 ny2 ny1
 .   ..are either trivial or Weil representations of Sp q resp. SU q . In2 ny2 ny1
order to prove this result, we first obtain an upper bound for dim Q. Then
w x  .we apply the results of 26 see Theorems 2.1 and 4.8 below saying that Q
 .   ..  n . nis a Weil representation of Sp q resp. SU q if dim Q - q y 1 q2 n n
.  .   n . ny1 2 .  2 . .y q r2 q q 1 resp. dim Q - q q 1 q y q r q y 1 q q 1 for
.n ) 4 . Next, we characterize the Weil representations of the groups above
in terms of the degree of the minimal polynomial of certain group
 .elements in certain representations see Sections 3 and 5 . We expect our
characterizations may have other applications.
 .For a group G let Irr G stand for the set of all complex irreducible
 .representations or characters of G. The main result about symplectic
groups may be stated as follows:
 .THEOREM 1.1. Let n G 2, G s Sp q with q odd, V the naturaln 2 n
 .G -module, and G , Sp q the pointwise stabilizer of a nondegener-n ny1 2 ny2
 .ate 2-subspace. Let q g Irr G . Suppose that each irreducible constituent rn
< of q G is either tri¨ ial or a Weil representation of G , that is r g 1 ,ny1 ny1 G ny 1U U 4j , j , h , h . Then q is either tri¨ ial or a Weil representation ofny1 ny1 ny1 ny1
 U U4G , i.e., q g 1 , j , j , h , h .n G n n n nn
This theorem implies the following fairly surprising consequence:
 .  .COROLLARY 1.2. Let G s Sp q with q ) 3 odd, q g Irr G , and letn 2 n n
 .  .X , SL q be the pointwise stabilizer in G of a nondegenerate 2n y 2 -2 n
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subspace of the natural G -module. Suppose that all the irreducible con-n
<  .stituents of q are of dimension q " 1 r2 or 1. Then q is either tri¨ ial or aX
Weil representation of G .n
wFor q s p there is a p-modular version of Theorem 1.1; see 34,
xProposition 1 . The point is that the reduction of the Weil representations
 . wof Sp p modulo p gives rise to irreducible representations 34, Lemma2 n
x1 . Keeping the term ``Weil representation'' for this reduction modulo p,
w xProposition 1 in 34 essentially asserts the same as Theorem 1.1. However,
w xwe cannot derive our Theorem 1.1 from 34 .
In view of Theorem 2.1, Theorem 1.1 may be given in the following
version:
  ..THEOREM 1.3. Let n G 3, and q g Irr Sp q with q odd. Suppose2 n
<  .that each irreducible constituent of q Sp q is of dimension less than2 ny2
 ny1 . ny1 .  .  nq y 1 q y q r2 q q 1 . Then either dim q s 1 or dim q s q "
.  .1 r2 and q is a Weil representation of Sp q .2 n
 .  .We next state our results for SU q ; for the groups U q cf. Section 4.n n
 .  .   ..THEOREM 1.4. Let n G 3, n, q / 3, 2 , and q g Irr SU q . Supposen
<  .that all the irreducible constituents of q SU q are Weil representations ofny1
 .  i < 4SU q or tri¨ ial, that is, belong to the set 1 , z 0 F i F q . The qny1 SU q. ny1ny 1
 .  i <is either tri¨ ial or a Weil representation of SU q , i.e., q g 1 , z 0 Fn SU q. nn
4i F q .
From this theorem one can deduce the following unitary analogue of
Corollary 1.2:
 .COROLLARY 1.5. Let n G 3, q G 4, and Y , SU q be the pointwise2
 .  .stabilizer in SU q of a nondegenerate n y 2 -subspace of the naturaln
n   ..2module V s F . Suppose that q g Irr SU q is such that all the irreducibleq n
<  .constituents of q are of dimension q, q y 1, q y 1 r2, or 1. Then q isY
 .either tri¨ ial or a Weil representation of SU q .n
In view of Theorem 4.8, Theorem 1.4 for n G 6 may be stated as follows:
  ..THEOREM 1.6. Let n G 6, and q g Irr SU q . Suppose that all then
<  ny1irreducible constituents of q SU are of dimension less than q qny1q.
. ny2 2 .  2 . .1 q y q r q y 1 q q 1 . Then either dim q s 1 or dim q is equal to
 n  .n.  .  n  .n.  .q q q y1 r q q 1 or q y y1 r q q 1 and q is a Weil represen-
 .tation of SU q .n
Applications of the results above for recognizing complex representa-
tions of classical groups with a specific minimal polynomial of certain
group elements will be given in Sections 3 and 5.
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We shall frequently use the following fact which is essentially Mackey's
 w x.theorem see, for example, 3, Theorem 44.5 :
LEMMA 1.7. Let G be a finite group, H its subgroup. Let A be a complete
set of representati¨ es of double cosets H R GrH. Suppose x , r are complex
y1 <characters of H. For any a g A set H s H l aHa and put x s x ,Ha a a
< X  .  y1 .r s r , r g s r a ga for g g H . Then the intertwining numberHa a aa
 G G.  X .x ,r is equal to  x , r . Furthermore, if a g A is chosen suchG ag A a a Ha
 . 2  .that a g N H or a g N H , thenG a G
Xx , r F x , x ? r , r . .  .  .’H H Ha a a a a aa a a
Proof. The first claim is just Mackey's theorem. Next observe that
y1  . 2  .a ga g H for all g g H , provided that a g N H or a g N H .a a G a G
From this it follows that
1 2X X y1< <r , r s r a ga .  .Ha a a < <Ha ggHa
1 2< <s r g 9 s r , r . .  . Ha a a< <Ha g 9gHa
Now the Schwartz inequality applied to the Euclidean space spanned by
complex characters of H yieldsa
X X Xx , r F x , x ? r , r .  .  .’H H Ha a a a a aa a a
s x , x ? r , r . .  .’ H Ha a a aa a
2. RECOGNIZING THE WEIL REPRESENTATIONS
OF THE SYMPLECTIC GROUP VIA THEIR
RESTRICTION TO A STANDARD SUBGROUP
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2.
f  .Let q s p be an odd prime power, G s Sp q be the symplecticn 2 n
group of degree 2n over F , V s F 2 n its natural module with the symplec-q n q
 .  .tic form ?, ? . Then G s Sp q is realized as the pointwise stabi-ny1 2 ny2
lizer of a nondegenerate 2-subspace U or V . Witt's theorem implies thatn
any two such subspaces of V are G -conjugate; therefore the correspond-n n
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ing embeddings of G in G also are conjugate. Even more, for n ) 2ny1 n
one can show that every two subgroups of type G in G are conjugate;n -1 n
.see Lemma 2.12.
 .Recall that G has up to isomorphism just two generic Weil representa-n
tions with characters u and u U . These characters are decomposed asn, q n, q
u s j q h , u U s j U q hU , where j , h , j U , hU are irreducible char-n, q n n n, q n n n n n n
 .  .acters, called irreducible Weil characters of G . Observe that j 1 sn n
U  .  n .  . U  .  n .j 1 s q q 1 r2, h 1 s h 1 s q y 1 r2. Besides,n n n
q q 1 q y 1
<j s j q h ,Gn ny1 ny1ny 1 2 2
q y 1 q q 1
<h s j q h ,Gn ny1 ny1ny 1 2 2
and, respectively,
q q 1 q y 1
U U U<j s j q h ,Gn ny1 ny1ny 1 2 2
q y 1 q q 1
U U U<h s j q h ,Gn ny1 ny1ny 1 2 2
that is, the restriction of an irreducible Weil representation of G to an
standard subgroup G is a sum of Weil representations of G .ny1 ny1
w xWe shall use the following result of 26 :
w x  .THEOREM 2.1 26 . Let L s PSp q , q odd, n G 2, and x be a faithful2 n
 n .projecti¨ e irreducible complex character of L of degree less than q y 1
 n .  . U Uq y q r2 q q 1 . Then x is one of the four Weil characters h , h , j , j .n n n n
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1.
We start by introducing some notation. Let E denote the identityn
n = n-matrix, T denote the n = n-matrixn
0 0 ??? 0 1
0 0 ??? 1 0
,??? ??? ??? ??? ???
0 1 ??? 0 0 0
1 0 ??? 0 0
and
0 yTnJ s .n  /T 0n
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 .Put G s Sp q , the symplectic group corresponding to the symplecticn 2 n
 .form with Gram matrix J . Let ¨ , . . . , ¨ be the relevant basis of V .n 1 2 n n
 :Let P be the stabilizer of ¨ , so P is a parabolic subgroup of G . SetFn 1 n nq
 .  :Q s O P and V 9 s ¨ , . . . , ¨ .Fn p n 1 2 ny1 q
First we find representatives of the double cosets P R G rP . Asn n n
 .G rP is isomorphic as G -sets to the set L of lines of V , the set ofn n n n n
P -orbits on G rP is that of P -orbits on L . It is clear that the P -orbitsn n n n n n
 4  .on V R 0 n G 2 are described as follows.n
 .  :  41 ¨ R 0 ;F1 q
 .  4  :2 x where x runs over V 9 R ¨ ;F1 q
 .  43 y where y runs over V R V 9.
 .  .Thus, the orbits in 2 and in 3 do not depend on the choice of x and y.
Hence the matrices
0 y1 0 1E , g s diag , E , ,2 n 1 2 ny4 /  / /1 0 y1 0
0 0 y1
0 E 0g s 2 ny22  01 0 0
constitute a complete set of representatives of the double cosets P Rn
G rP , and g 2, g 2 g P .n n 1 2 n
We fix more notation for the rest of the section. j denotes the central
involution of G so j acts on V as multiplication by y1. Put H s P ln n i n
g P gy1, i s 1, 2. Then H and H consists of the matrices of G of thei n i 1 2 n
shape:
a 0 * * *
0 b * * * c 0 0
0 0 X * * 0 Y 0, , 0y1 y10 0 0 b 0 0 0 c 0
y10 0 0 0 a
 .  .respectively, where X runs over Sp q , Y over Sp q , and a, b, c2 ny4 2 ny2
over FU. Let H denote the subgroup of H of the matrices above withq 2
Y s E . Then H is the direct product of H and the group2 ny2 2
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  .4 Udiag 1, Y, 1 , G . For c g F we setny1 q
1 0 0 0 c
c 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 E 0 0 0 E 0 0h s and t s .2 ny2 2 ny4c c 0y1 0 0 0 1 00 0 c  0
0 0 0 0 1
 .  . qy1.r2  4  .Set m c [ m h s c g "1 , so m g Irr H . We fix a generator gc
U  .qy1.r2of F and denote h s h . Set t s t , d s y1 .q g 1
PROPOSITION 2.2. There exists a representation W of G with charactern n
.u with the following properties:n, q
 .  . ni dim W s q .n
 . y ii W is a direct sum of two irreducible constituents W withn n
. q  .  n .character h and W with character j of dimension q y 1 r2 andn n n
 n . y qq q 1 r2, respecti¨ ely. Usually W as well as W and W are called then n n
Weil representations of G .n
 .  :  :.iii Let D s G = G s Stab ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ be then 1 ny1 G 1 2 n 2 2 ny1
natural subgroup of G . Then W N D s W m W .n n n 1 n-1
 . y y q q y q yiv W N D s W m W [ W m W and W N D s W mn n 1 ny1 1 ny1 n n 1
Wy [ Wq m Wq .ny1 1 ny1
 . q  y .v W N P resp. W N P is a sum of two irreducible representations;n n n n
q .  y ..one of them which we denote by W n, P resp. W n, P is faithful on Q ,n
q  y .and the other one denoted by W resp. W contains Q in its kernel.ny1, P ny1, P n
 .Denote the corresponding faithful characters by a resp. b , the nonfaithfuln n
Ä  .ones by j resp. h . Obser¨ e that P rQ , H s H = G . ThenÄny1 ny1 n n 2 ny1
Ä  . j resp. h ¨iewed as a character of H = G is equal to mj resp.Äny1 n -1 ny1 ny1
.mh .ny1
 .  .  .vi W n, P N G is the sum of q y 1 r2 copies of W .ny1 ny1
 .  . w x w xProof. The proofs of i and ii are given in 14 and 21 , the proofs of
w xthe other assertions can be found in 29 .
The conjugation by an outer automorphism of G leads to the corre-n
sponding objects marked by *. For example, W U affords the charactern
U U U  .u s j q h . Observe that the characters x g Irr G and x* coinciden, q n n n
w xat p9-elements; see 32, Lemma 3.6 .
For brevity, we call an irreducible character x of G or P a charactern n
of Weil type, if the irreducible constituents of its restriction to the standard
 .subgroup G are either trivial or irreducible Weil characters of G .ny1 ny1
 .Because the simplest case n, q s 2, 3 is an anomaly for further argu-
ments, we handle it separately.
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 .  .LEMMA 2.3. Theorem 1.1 is true for n, q s 2, 3 .
 .  .Proof. Let G s Sp 3 be the standard subgroup of G s Sp 3 . Then1 2 2 4
G has a normal subgroup H isomorphic to the quaternion group of order1
 .8. Let r be an irreducible Weil character of G , so r 1 s 1 or 2. Let1
 4 2 2  .  .  .b, z g H R 1 , z s 1, b s z. Then r 1 q r z s 2 r b . This is also
 .  .  .true for r s 1 . It follows that x 1 q x z s 2 x b for any character xG1
 w x.of Weil type. By inspection of the character table of G see 2 , we2
 .conclude that there is a unique character x of degree 6 that is not a4
<Weil character but still satisfies the relation above. However, x con-G4 1
tains an irreducible character t of degree 2 of G that is not a Weil1
character. Therefore, x must be a Weil character.
 .  . In view of Lemma 2.3, in what follows we assume n, q / 2, 3 and
.n G 2 .
 .Recall that P s Q M, where Q s O P is a p-group of extraspecialn n n p n
type of order q2 ny1, M is a Levi subgroup of P , and M , H = G . Onen ny1
w x < ny1 4can identify Q with the set X, Y, z X, Y g F , z g F with then q q
following group operation:
ny1
X Xw x w xX , Y , z ( X 9, Y 9, z9 s X q X 9, Y q Y 9, z q z9 q x y y x y , . i i i i
is1
if
X s x , . . . , x , Y s y , . . . , y , .  .1 ny1 1 ny1
X 9 s xX , . . . , xX , Y X s yX , . . . , yX . .  .1 ny1 1 ny1
 .  .LEMMA 2.4. Let n G 2, n, q / 2, 3 , and let r be a character of Pn
< G nsuch that r is an irreducible Weil character and Ker r = Q . Let rG nny 1
 G n G n.denote the induced character. Then r , r F 4.G n
 G n G n.Proof. By Lemma 1.7 we have d [ r , r F 1 q a q b whereG n
 < < .  < < .  < . < <a s r , r and b s r , r . As r s r is irre-H H H H H 2 G GH H1 1 2 2 ny1 ny11 2
ducible, b s 1. Set QX s H l Q . Then Ker r = Q9; moreover, H s Q9 ?1 n 1
 .   : . <H = P , where P s Stab ¨ , ¨ , ¨ . Thus we can view rF Pny1 ny1 G 1 2 n 2 q ny1n
 < . <as r and P as a line stabilizer in G . By Proposition 2.2,G P ny1 ny1ny 1 ny1
< ny2 .r is a sum of two irreducible constituents, of degree q q y 1 r2Pny 1
 ny2 .   .and q " 1 r2. The second constituent disappears if n s 2 and r 1
 .  .  . .s q y 1 r2; these two degrees are distinct, as n G 2 and n, q / 2, 3 .
Hence a F 2. It follows that d F 4.
 < .COROLLARY 2.5. Keep the assumptions of Lemma 2.4. Then r, u P Pn nÄ ÄU U .F 2 for any u g Irr G . If r is one of the characters j , j , h , h ,Ä Än ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1
 < .  .then r, u F 1 for any u g Irr G .P P nn n
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G n  .  < .Proof. Set x s r . For any u g Irr G one has e [ r, u sPn Pn n
 .  .x , u by Frobenius' reciprocity. If e G 3, then obviously x , x GG Gn n2 Äe G 9, contrary to Lemma 2.4. Therefore e F 2. If r s j , for example,ny1
Ä .  < .then x , j s j , j s 1 by Proposition 2.2. From this andPn G ny1 n Pnn n
Lemma 2.4 it follows that x is a sum of at most four distinct irreducible
characters. Hence e F 1.
Next we need some character computation.
 .qy1r2LEMMA 2.6. Assume n G 1. Recall that d s y1 .
 .  U4  . n  .  U4  .i If x g j , j , the x j s d x 1 . If x g h , h , then x j sn n n n
n  .yd x 1 .
 .ii For h g H, c / "1, one hasc
q ny1 q 1 q ny1 y 1
Uj h s j h s m c , h h s m c . .  .  .  .  .n c n c n c2 2
Furthermore,
q ny1 q q q ny1 y q
j h s m y1 , h h s m y1 . .  .  .  .n y1 n y12 2
 U4  < . ny1  U4In particular, if x g j , j , then x , m s q q 1. If x g h , h ,Hn n H n n
 < . ny1then x , m s q y 1.H H
 .iii For the trans¨ ection t s t one has1
ny1 ny1’ ’1 q q d q y1 q q d q
j t s , h t s , .  .n n2 2
ny1 ny1’ ’1 y q d q y1 y q d q
U Uj t s , h t s . .  .n n2 2
 .Proof. i Clearly, if F is a representation affording character x , then
 .  .h j s lF 1 with l s "1. In case x is a Weil character, it is well known
 .  U4that l s y1 if and only if x 1 is even. Let x g h , h for example.n n
< n . n nThen l s y1 m 4 q y 1 m d s 1, hence l s yd .
 .  . w xii We use formula 13.3 given in 13 for the Weil representation
W . Thenn
j h q h h s u h s m c q ny1 1 .  .  .  .  .n c n c n , q c
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  .if c / 1. This follows also from Proposition 2.2 iv as for n s 1 the
desired character values can be extracted from the character table of
 . .  .  .  .SL q . Furthermore, if c / "1, then j jh q h jh s u jh s2 n c n c n, q c
n  .  .d m c . Keeping i in mind, we then get
j h y h h s m c . 2 .  .  .  .n c n c
 .  .  .  .From 1 and 2 we get assertion ii if c / "1. Now, j jh qn y1
 . n  .  .  .  .h jh s d m y1 q, i.e., j h y h h s m y1 q. From this andn y1 n y1 n y1
 .  .1 ii follows for c s y1.
Next,
q n q 1 q ny1 q q q ny1 q 1
<q y 1 j , m s q q .  . Hn H 2 2 2c/"1
s q y 1 q ny1 q 1 , .  .
 < . ny1i.e., j , m s q q 1. Similarly for the case h . Since x and x*Hn H n
 .coincide at p9-elements for any x g Irr G , the same formulae hold forn
j U and hU.n n
 .  . Tr F r F c.q piii Set « s exp 2p irp and consider the character c : c ¬ «1
 .  . w xof the additive group F ,q . Then by formula 13.3 from 13 we haveq
ny1 2 ny1 ’j t q h t s q c c s q d q , j t y h t s 1. .  .  .  .  .n n 1 n n
cgFq
 .From this assertion iii follows.
X  .LEMMA 2.7. Let n G 1. Consider the normal subgroup P s Stab ¨ ofn G 1n
 X . G nindex q y 1 in P . Let l g Irr P . Then the induced character l has an n
nontri¨ ial irreducible constituent that is not a Weil character of G .n
Proof. Assume the contrary. Let first n G 2. Consider an irreducible
Pn G n  Pn.G ncomponent g of l . Since l s l , each irreducible constituent of
g G n must be either trivial or a Weil character. This means that
g G n s Aj q A9j U q Bh q B9hU q C ? 1n n n n G n
for some nonnegative integers A, B, A9, B9, C. We have
G n <A s g , j s g , j . . . PGn n Pnn n
<By Proposition 2.2, j is multiplicity free. As g is irreducible, A F 1.Pn n
X G n . nSimilarly, B, A9, B ,C F 1. Therefore, g 1 F 2 q q 1. On the other
hand,
g G n 1 G G : P s q n q 1 q n y 1 r q y 1 G 4 q n q 1 .  .  .  .  .  .n n
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 .as n G 2 and q G 3 , a contradiction. Next suppose n s 1. Express as
above lG n s Aj q A9j U q Bh q B9hU q C ? 1 . One can verify directlyn n n n G nU  U . X  .that the restrictions of j , j resp. of h , h to P , F ,q are multi-n n n n n q
G n .plicity free. Hence again A, B, A9, B9, C F 1 so l 1 F 2 q q 1. On the
G n .  X . 2other hand, l 1 G G : P s q y 1 ) 2 q q 1, again a contradic-n n
tion.
 .COROLLARY 2.8. Assume n G 2, and let x g Irr P be a character ofn
 . <Weil type. Then either Q s O P is contained in Ker x or x is faithful.Qn p n n
 4  .Proof. Observe that, for n ) 1, 1 , Q , and Z Q are the only normaln n
subgroups of P contained in Q . Let K s Kerx l Q . If 1 / K / Qn n n n
 . X  .  .then K s Z Q . Next, P s Stab ¨ acts transitively on R [ Q rZ Qn n G 1 n nn
via conjugation, and Q ; PX . Hence for any irreducible constituent r ofn n
< Xx we have Ker r s K. Clearly, R is an abelian normal subgroup ofPn
PXrK, and T [ PXrK ( RG . Then r viewed as a character of T is ofn n n-1
T  .  .shape r s l where l g Irr X and X s Stab n for some n , 1 / n gT R
 . X  . X <Irr R . Clearly, X s RP as Stab n s P . Then r sGny1 G ny1 ny 1ny1
 < X .G ny 1 < Xl . By our assumption, if t is an irreducible constituent of l ,P Pny 1 ny1
then every irreducible component of t G ny 1 is either trivial or a Weil
character of G . Now, applying Lemma 2.7, we obtain a contradiction,ny1
which completes our proof.
In Proposition 2.2 we have singled out four faithful irreducible charac-
U U ny1 .ters a , a , b , b of P of degree q q y 1 r2. For these charactersn n n n n
we have
a j ra 1 s aU j raU 1 s d n , .  .  .  .n n n n
b j rb 1 s b U j rb 1 s yd n , 3 .  .  .  .  .n n n n
and
ny1 ’q y1 q d q .
a t s b t s , .  .n n 2
ny1 ’q y1 y d q .U Ua t s b t s . .  .n n 2
Furthermore,
Ä U U ÄU< <j s a q j , j s a q j ,P Pn n ny1 n n ny1n n
4 .
< U < Uh s b q h , h s b q h .Ä ÄP Pn ny1 n n ny1n n
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These four character can be characterized as follows:
 .  .LEMMA 2.9. Let n G 2 and n, q / 2, 3 . Then P has precisely fourn
irreducible characters of Weil type with restrictions to Q being faithful;n
namely, a , aU , b , and b U.n n n n
 . <Proof. Suppose x g Irr P is a character of Weil type and x isQn n
< X Xfaithful. Let r be an irreducible constituent of x , where P sP nn
 .  .  X .Stab ¨ s Q ? G . Set T s Z Q . Observe that T s Z P .G 1 n ny1 n nn
 . 2 ny2The group Q s O P has precisely q linear characters and q y 1n p n
irreducible characters of degree q ny1. Each linear character is trivial on T.
Furthermore, the nonlinear ones, say t , are distinguished by their restric-l
ny1  .  4tion to T : t N T s q l, where l g Irr T R 1 .l T
<As T e P , no irreducible constituent of x is of degree 1. Therefore,Qn n
<  X . <r is a sum of some of the t 's. As T s Z P , r s e ? t for someQ Ql n ln n
 .  4e g N and l g Irr T R 1 . Without loss of generality, one may supposeT
<  . < X  .that t s g , where g is a fixed irreducible constituent of a : g 1 sQ Pl nn n
ny1 <q , g s j q h . Then one can prove that r s gv, where v isG ny1 ny1ny 1
X some irreducible character of G viewed as a character of P of degreeny1 n
.e .
We claim that v is the trivial character, and so r s g . For, by our
 . < assumption, gv is a sum of Weil characters and maybe of the trivialG ny 1
.character of G . In particular,ny1
j v s Aj q A9j U q Bh q B9hU q C ? 1 5 .ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1 G ny 1
for some nonnegative integers A, B, A9, B9, C. Denote by j9 the central
 .involution of G . Then by Lemma 2.6 i one hasny1
q ny1 q 1 q ny1 q 1 q ny1 y 1
v 1 s A q A9 q B q B9 q C , .  .  .
2 2 2
q ny1 q 1 q ny1 q 1
ny1 ny1d v j9 s d A q A9 .  .
2 2
q ny1 y 1
ny1y d B q B9 q C. .
2
From this it follows that
q ny1 q 1
ny1 ny1v 1 y v j9 s q y 1 B q B9 q C 1 y d . .  .  .  . .  .
2
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By Schur's lemma we have to distinguish the following two cases.
 .  .  .a v 1 s v j9 . In this case B s B9 s 0, and
v 1 y A q A9 q ny1 q 1 r2 s C. .  . .  .
First we suppose that C ) 0. Then
1 F C s j v , 1 s v , j . .  .Gny1 G ny1G ny 1ny1 ny1
Since v and j are irreducible, we get C s 1. Thus C s 1 is divisible byny1
 ny1 .q q 1 r2, which is impossible as n G 2. Hence C s 0. Then A q
 .A9 s v 1 . Set
1 0 0 0 0
0 c 0 0 0
X X U0 0 E 0 0 <h s , H9 s h c g F . 42 ny4c c q
y10 0 0 c 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
X  .  X . U  X .Then h g G . By Lemma 2.6 ii , j h s j h / 0. Hence fromc ny1 ny1 c ny1 c
 .  X .  . U5 we obtain v h s A q A9 s v 1 for all c g F . In other words,c q
 .  .  .H9 ; Ker v. As n G 2 and n, q / 2, 3 , H9 is not contained in Z G .ny1
It follows that v is trivial, as stated.
 .  .  .  ny1 . . b v 1 s yv j9 . In this case 0 s q q 1 A q A9 q C 1 q
ny1.  ny1.d , therefore A s A9 s 0. Embed S s SL q in G . It is known2 ny1
<  < U .that j resp. h , h N S are irreducible characters of S takingS Sny1 ny1 ny1
 . ny1  .values 0 resp. 1, 1 at a certain element ¨ of order q q 1. Applying 5
to ¨ , we have
0 s j ¨ v ¨ s Bh ¨ q B9hU ¨ q C s B q B9 q C , .  .  .  .ny1 ny1 ny1
i.e., B s B9 s C s 0, a contradiction.
  .In fact, we have proved the following assertion: Assume n G 1, n, q /
 .  .1, 3 , and x is an irreducible Weil character of G . Assume v g Irr G isn n
such that xv is a sum of only Weil characters and maybe of the tri¨ ial
.  .  .character of G . If n, q s 2, 3 or n s 1, then assume in addition thatn
 U4 .x g j , j . Then v is the tri¨ ial character.n n
 < X . XWe have shown that x , g ) 0. So by Frobenius' reciprocity x isP Pn n
an irreducible constituent of D s g Pn. It is not difficult to see that
D s a q b . Consequently, x is either equal to a or b .n n n n
 .LEMMA 2.10. Let n G 2 and let q g Irr G be a character of Weil type.n
 . ny1 .  .  .  .  .Then q 1 F q 3q y 4 q q q 1 r2, pro¨ided that n, q / 2,5 , 3, 3 .
 .  .  .  .If n, q s 2, 5 , 3, 3 , then q 1 F 54.
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 .  .Proof. The statement is trivial in the case n, q s 2, 3 because of
 .  .Lemma 2.3. So we suppose n, q / 2, 3 . By Corollary 2.8 and Lemma
<2.9, all irreducible constituents of q belong to the setPn
U U U U <a , a , b , b ,m j , m j , m h , m h ,m 0 F i F q y 2 . 4Än n n n i ny1 i ny1 i ny1 i ny1 i
 : iHere m is the irreducible character of H s h sending h to z , z si
  .. U Uexp 2p ir q y 1 , and m j , m j , m h , m h are viewed as char-i ny1 i ny1 i ny1 i ny1
Äacters of P trivial on Q . For example, m j s j . Further-n n qy1.r2 ny1 ny1
 .more, m denotes m viewed as a character of P s Q ? G ? H trivialÄ i i n n ny1
on Q ? G . Hence there are nonnegative integers A, B, A9, B9, c , cX ,n ny1 i i
d , dX , e such thati i i
< X U Uq s Aa q Aa q Bb q B9bP n n n nn
qy2 qy2 6 .
X XU Uq m ? c j q c j q d h q d h q e m . . Ä i i ny1 i ny1 i ny1 i ny1 i i
is0 is0
We single out the coefficients a s c , a 9 s cX , b s d ,qy1.r2 qy1.r2 qy1.r2
bX s dX , f s e , and set c s  c , c9 s  cX ,qy1.r2 qy1.r2 i/ qy1.r2 i i/ qy1.r2 i
X X  .d s  d , d s  d , e s  e . Then from 4 andi/ qy1.r2 i i/ qy1.r2 i i/ qy1.r2 i
 .6 it follows that
q y 1
<q s A q B j q h .  .G ny1 ny1ny 1 2
q y 1
U Uq A9 q B9 j q h .  .ny1 ny12
q a q c j q a9 q c9 j U .  .ny1 ny1
q b q d h q b9 q d9 hU q e q f ? 1 , .  .  .ny1 ny1 G n
i.e.,
q y 1
<q s A q B q a q c j .G ny1ny 1  /2
q y 1
Uq A9 q B9 q a9 q c9 j . ny1 /2
q y 1
q A q B q b q d h . ny1 /2 7 .
q y 1
Uq A9 q B9 q b9 q d9 h . ny1 /2
q e q f ? 1 . . G ny 1
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 .  .Applying Lemma 2.6 ii and 4 , we get
q ny1 q 1Ä< <a , m s j , m y j 1 s . . .  .H Hn n ny1H H 2
Similarly,
q ny1 q 1
U< <a , m s a , m s , .  .H Hn nH H 2
q ny1 y 1
U< <b , m s b , m s . .  .H Hn nH H 2
 .Substituting these multiplicities into 6 , we obtain
q ny1 q 1
<q , m s A q A9 q a q a9 . .H H 2
q ny1 y 1
q B q B9 q b q b9 q f . .
2
On the other hand, the subgroup H is G -conjugate to the subgroupn
 < U4  .H9 s h9 c g F introduced in item a of the proof of Lemma 2.9.c q
 < .  < .  X .  .Therefore, q , m s q , m9 where we set m9 h s m h . Apply-H H 9H H 9 c c
 .  .ing Lemma 2.6 ii to the subgroup H9 of G and using 7 , we getny1
<q , m9 .H 9 H 9
q y 1
ny2s A q A9 q B q B9 q a q a9 q c q c9 q q 1 .  . /2
q y 1
ny2q A q A9 q B q B9 q b q b9 q d q d9 q y 1 .  . /2
s A q A9 q B q B9 q y 1 q ny2 q a q a9 q c q c9 q ny2 q 1 .  .  .  .
q b q b9 q d q d9 q ny2 y 1 . .  .
Thus we get the following relation:
q ny1 q 1 q ny1 y 1
A q A9 q a q a9 q B q B9 q b q b9 q f .  .
2 2
s A q A9 q B q B9 q y 1 q ny2 q a q a9 q c q c9 q ny2 q 1 .  .  .  .
q b q b9 q d q d9 q ny2 y 1 , .  .
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i.e.,
q ny1 y 2 q ny2 y 1 q ny1 y 2 q ny2 q 1
a q a9 q b q b9 q f .  .
2 2
q ny1 y 2 q ny2 y 1 q ny1 y 2 q ny2 q 1
s A q A9 q B q B9 .  .
2 2 8 .
q c q c9 q ny2 q 1 q d q d9 q ny2 y 1 . .  . .  .
Now we consider the central involution j of G , which is obviouslyn
contained in P . By Schur's lemma, we can distinguish the following twon
cases:
 .  .  . n  .  . na q j rq 1 s d . Then x j rx 1 s d for any irreducible con-
<  .  .  .  .stituent x of q . By 3 and Lemma 2.6 i the ratio x j rx 1 is equal toPn
n U U  .  .d if x s a , a , or x s m j , m j with i ' q y 1 r2 mod 2 , orn n i ny1 i ny1
U  .  . x s m h , m h with i ' q q 1 r2 mod 2 , or x s m with i ' n q yÄi ny1 i ny1 i
.  .  .  . n1 r2 mod 2 . Furthermore, the ratio x j rx 1 is equal to yd if x s
U U  .  .b , b , or x s m j , m j with i ' q q 1 r2 mod 2 , or x sn n i ny1 i ny1
U  .  . m h , m h with i ' q y 1 r2 mod 2 , or x s m with i ' 1 q n q yÄi ny1 i ny1 i
.  .  . X 1 r2 mod 2 . Therefore 6 implies that B s B9 s 0, c s c s 0 for i ' qi i
.  . X  .  .q 1 r2 mod 2 , d s d s 0 for i ' q y 1 r2 mod 2 , and e s 0 for i 'i i i
 .  .1 q n q y 1 r2 mod 2 . In particular, b s b9 s 0. By Corollary 2.5, a, a9
X X  .F 1, c , c , d , d F 2. Furthermore, according to Lemma 2.11 below , e Fi i i i i
 .  .  .1. Thus, c q c9 F 2 q y 3 , d q d9 F 2 q y 1 , e q f F q y 1 r2, f F 1.
 .  .  .Recall that n G 2 and n, q / 2, 3 . Assume in addition that n, q /
 .  . ny1 ny2  .2, 5 , 3, 3 . Then q y 2 q y 1 G 4, hence from 8 we get A q A9
 .F a q a9 F 2. Consequently, by 6 we obtain
q ny1 q y 1 q ny1 q 1 q ny1 q 1 .
q 1 F 2 q 2 q 2 q y 3 .  .
2 2 2
q ny1 y 1 q y 1 q y 3
ny1q2 q y 1 q s q 3q y 4 q . .  .
2 2 2
 .  .  .  .  .In the case n, q s 2, 5 , 3, 3 , we get A q A9 q 2 c q c9 F a q a9 q
 .f F 3. Hence, arguing as above, we obtain q 1 F 54.
 .  .  . n  .  . nb q j rq 1 s yd . Then x j rx 1 s yd for any irreducible
<  . Xconstituent x of q . Therefore, 6 implies that A s A9 s 0, c s c s 0P i in
 .  . X  .  .for i ' q y 1 r2 mod 2 , d s d s 0 for i ' q q 1 r2 mod 2 , and e si i i
 .  .0 for i ' n q y 1 r2 mod 2 . In particular, a s a9 s 0. By Corollary 2.5,
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X X  .  .b, b9 F 1, c , c , d , d F 2. Thus, c q c9 F 2 q y 1 , d q d9 F 2 q y 3 . Asi i i i
 .  .above, we have e F 1, f F 1, e q f F q y 1 r2. Since n G 2 and n, qi
 . ny1 ny2  ./ 2, 3 , q y 2 q q 1 G 4, hence from 8 we get B q B9 F b q
 .b9 F 2. Consequently, by 6 we obtain
q ny1 q y 1 q ny1 y 1 q ny1 q 1 .
q 1 F 2 q 2 q 2 q y 1 .  .
2 2 2
q ny1 y 1 q y 1
q 2 q y 3 q .
2 2
q q 1
ny1s q 3q y 4 q . .
2
Lemma 2.10 is completely proved.
LEMMA 2.11. Under the notation of the proof of Lemma 2.10, one has
 .  .m , u F 1 for any u g Irr G , 0 F i F q y 2.Ä i P nn
 .G nProof. Set x s m . Because m has degree 1 and G acts on G rPÄ Äi i n n n
as a transitive permutation group of rank 3 or 2, by Lemma 1.7 we get
 .x , x F 3. In particular, x is multiplicity free, and we are done byG n
Frobenius' reciprocity.
Now we are in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. Assume
  ..q g Irr Sp q is a nontrivial character of Weil type. First we consider2 n
 .  .  .  .the case where n, q / 2, 3 , 2, 5 , 3, 3 . Then, by Lemma 2.10,
q 1 F q ny1 3q y 4 q q q 1 r2. .  .  .
ny1 .  .  n . n .  .Since q 3q y 4 q q q 1 r2 - q y 1 q y q r2 q q 1 , by Theo-
 .  .rem 2.1, q must be a Weil character. If n, q s 2, 3 , then apply Lemma
 .  .  . 2.3. If n, q s 3, 3 , the 1 - q 1 F 54, hence q is a Weil character cf.
w x.  .  .2 . Finally, let n, q s 2, 5 and suppose q is not a Weil character of
 .  . w x  .G s Sp 5 . As q 1 F 54, due to 2 we have q 1 s 40 or 52. In the2 4
<  U .  .former case, q s 2 h q h q 4 n q n , where n , n are irre-G 1 1 1 2 1 21
ducible characters of G of degree 4 and so are not Weil characters. In the1
<  . < U  .latter case, q s 5h q 4 n q n q 2n or q s 5h q 4 n q nG G1 1 2 3 1 1 21 1
 .q 2n , where n is the Steinberg character of G , SL 5 . We have seen3 3 1 2
that in both cases q is not of Weil type. Theorem 1.1 has now been
completely proved.
Successively applying Theorem 1.1 to the chain of standard subgroups
 .  .  .Sp q > Sp q > ??? > Sp q , we obtain Corollary 1.2.2 n 2 ny2 2
The following observation makes the formulation of Theorem 1.1 more
precise.
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 .LEMMA 2.12. For n G 3 let L be a subgroup of G s Sp q isomorphicn 2 n
 .to Sp q . Then L is conjugate to the standard subgroup G ,2 ny2 ny1
 .Sp q .2 ny2
Proof. Suppose that V s F 2 n is irreducible as F L-module. Then it isn q q
 .absolutely irreducible, because F is the minimal splitting field forq
 .  w x. wL , Sp q cf. 16, Proposition 5.4.4 . According to 16, Proposition2 ny2
x  .5.4.11 , if M is an absolutely irreducible F Sp q -module and 1 -q 2 ny2
 .2 dim M F 2 n y 1 , then either dim M s 2n y 2 and then M is quasi-
.equivalent to the natural module or n s 3 and dim M s 5. In any of
these cases dim M / 2n s dim V , a contradiction. Hence V contains an n
proper nonzero L-submodule U. Set dim U s k.
 .  .1 If U is nondegenerate, then k is even, and L s Sp q can2 ny2
 .  H.  .  .be embedded in Sp U = Sp U s Sp q = Sp q , which is possi-2 nyk k
 4ble only in the case where k g 2, 2n y 2 . As n ) 2, L is conjugate to
G .ny1
 . H2 Assume W s U l U / 0 and let l s dim W. In this case, the
 .parabolic subgroup Stab W may have only two nonabelian compositionG n
 .  .factors: PSp q and PSL q . It follows that l s 1. Since L is perfect,2 ny2 l l
 .L acts trivially on W; in particular, j9 / j. Then A s Ker j9 y 1 andq
 .A s Ker j9 q 1 are L-submodules in V , and V s A [ A , A H A ,y n n q y q y
0 / A , A . Thus, A is a nondegenerate F L-submodule of V , and oneq y q q n
 .comes back to case 1 .
Clearly, Lemma 2.12 fails to be true for n s 2.
Remark 2.13. We can give the following slightly weaker, however, in
.some sense more precise formulation of Theorem 1.1. Let n F 2 and let
  ..q g Irr Sp q . Suppose that all the irreducible constituents of q N2 n
 .  .Sp q are Weil representations of Sp q , that is, belong to the set2 ny2 2 ny2
 U U 4  .j , j , h , h . Then q is a Weil representation of Sp q , i.e.,ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1 2 n
 U U4q g j , j , h , h .n n n n
3. APPLICATIONS TO THE MINIMAL POLYNOMIAL
PROBLEM FOR THE SYMPLECTIC GROUPS
The minimal polynomial problem means to determine the degrees of the
minimal polynomials of group elements in representations of finite groups.
Let G be a finite group, Q its faithful irreducible representation, and
 .  .g g G. Let d g denote the degree of the minimal polynomial of Q gQ
 .  .  .  .and m s m g the order of g modulo Z G . Obviously, d g F m g .Q
For quasi-simple groups there are more regularities, and the problem is
 .  .  .refined to determine the triples G, Q, g such that d g - m g whereQ
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G is quasi-simple and g is a p-element. Besides, if p differs from the
characteristic of the definition field of Q, it is required to determine the
 .eigenvalues of Q g . The problem has been discussed for groups of Lie
w xtype in 4, 30, 31, 33 etc.; some results are stated below.
We start with the case where g is unipotent.
w xTHEOREM 3.1 30, 31 . Let G be a uni¨ ersal quasi-simple finite group of
Lie type of characteristic p ) 0, and suppose g g G is of order p. Let Q be a
nontri¨ ial absolutely irreducible representation of G in characteristic / p such
 .that d g - p. Then p ) 2 and one of the following holds:Q
 .  .i G s SU p and g is a trans¨ ection.3
 .  2 .ii G s SL p .2
 .  .iii G s Sp p , and g is not a trans¨ ection.4
 .  .iv G s Sp p , n G 1, and g is a trans¨ ection.2 n
Moreo¨er, in each of these cases there exists a Q satisfying the abo¨e
conditions.
To complete this result, one needs to determine Q. If Q is a complex
w x  .representation it has been observed in 31 that dim Q s p p y 1 r2,
 2 .  2 .  .  .  .p y 1 r2, and p y 1 r2 in the cases i , ii , and iii , respectively, and
 .so Q can be read off from the character tables. However, case iv has
been handled only for n F 2. We apply Theorem 1.1 to determine Q in
 .  < <.Theorem 3.1 iv for the case char K s 0 or not dividing G .
 .THEOREM 3.2. Let G s Sp p , and Q a nontri¨ ial absolutely irre-2 n
 .ducible KG-representation of G such that d g - p for a trans¨ ectionQ
< <g g G. Suppose that char K s 0 or does not di¨ ide G . Then either
 .i Q is any of the four Weil representations of G; or
 .  .ii n s 1 and Q is any of the p y 1 r2 nonisomorphic absolutely
 .irreducible representations u , 1 F j F p y 1 r2, of degree p y 1 of G sj
 . w xSL p described in 5 ; or2
 .  .iii n s 2 and Q is the unique unipotent representation of degree
 .2  .p p y 1 r2 of G s Sp p .4
Proof. One may assume K s C. We prove by induction on n the
  ..weaker assertion: either Q is a Weil representation or Spec Q g consists
of all p y 1 primitive pth roots of unity. The case n s 1 is evident. Let
 .n G 2. Set G s Sp p , and consider the standard subgroup G sn 2 n ny1
 .Sp p in G. Observe that g is G-conjugate to a transvection of G .2 ny2 ny1
So, without loss of generality, we assume that g g G . Consider anny1
<  .irreducible constituent F of Q . Then, by our assumption, d g - p.G Fny 1
By the induction hypothesis, either F is a Weil representation, or F is the
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  ..trivial representation, or Spec F g consists of p y 1 primitive pth roots
  ..of unity. First suppose that the last case holds for some F. Then Spec Q g
consists of primitive pth roots of unity as desired. So we suppose that each
irreducible constituent F of Q is either trivial or a Weil representation of
G . Then Theorem 1.1 shows that Q is a Weil representation of G .ny1 n
 .   ..By the claim just proved, either i holds or 1 f Spec Q g . In the latter
w x  .  .case, applying 31 , we obtain assertions ii and iii .
Next we discuss certain situations where g is a semisimple element.
w x  .THEOREM 3.3 4 . Let G s Sp q , n ) 1, and V the underlying space2 n
for G. Let p be a prime coprime to q. Let g g G be a p-element that fixes a
nonzero isotropic ¨ector of V. Let Q be a nontri¨ ial absolutely irreducible
representation of G o¨er a field K of characteristic coprime to q such that
 . < < < < d g - g . Then q is a prime, g s q q 1 is a 2-power, and dim g yQ
.1 V s 2.
Using Theorem 1.1, we identify Q in Theorem 3.3 with a Weil represen-
 < <.tation of G, provided char K s 0 or char K does not divide G .
THEOREM 3.4. Let G, Q be as in Theorem 3.3 and char K s 0 or
< <.char K does not di¨ ide G . Then Q is a Weil representation of G.
< <  .Proof. Observe that the conditions g s q q 1 and dim g y 1 V s 2
 .  .implies that g fixes elementwise a 2n y 2 -dimensional nondegenerate
subspace U in V. Therefore we may assume that g g G , the pointwiseny1
stabilizer of U H . The case n s 2, the base of induction, follows by
w xexamining the character table of G 22 .
Next, let n ) 2. By the induction hypothesis, every irreducible con-
<stituent of Q is either trivial or a Weil representation of G . ByG ny1ny 1
Theorem 1.1, Q is a Weil representation.
 .  .Remark. In Theorem 3.4, d g s q, and all q q 1 th roots of unityQ
 .other than y1 are eigenvalues of Q g .
4. RECOGNIZING THE WEIL REPRESENTATIONS OF
THE UNITARY GROUP VIA THEIR RESTRICTION
TO A STANDARD SUBGROUP
We first recall the definition of Weil representations for the unitary
groups. Let p be a prime integer, P s p1q2 l an extraspecial p-group ifq
1q2 l  .lp ) 2, and P s 2 )Z if p s 2. We embed P irreducibly in GL C ,q 4 p
and denote by N the subgroup of all matrices with determinant "1 of the
 .lnormalizer of P in GL C . Let Z be the centre of N. The NrZP ,p
 .Sp p , and the action of N on ZP by conjugation induces the structure2 l
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 .  .of the natural F Sp p -module on ZPrZ. Let G : Sp p be a sub-p 2 l 2 l
group and G its complete inverse image in N. Suppose that G s ZP ? G1 1 2
 .lsplits over ZP. Then G ª G ; GL C is a linear representation which2 p
is said to be a Weil representation of G. More specially, we shall call the
 .nontrivial irreducible components of this representation irreducible Weil
representations of G. Usually very particular groups are taken for G. For
f  .  .instance, if p ) 2, l s nf , q s p , and G s Sp q ¨ Sp p , then we2 n 2 l
get the representation W described in Proposition 2.2. Notice that p s 2n
.is excluded from Proposition 2.2 as G does not split in this case.1
 .  . f2Next we choose G s U F ¨ Sp q , n G 2, and q s p . The casen q 2 n
 .p s 2 is not excluded now as G splits. Then we get the reducible Weil1
w xrepresentation J for G, whose character z is given in 10n n, q
n  .2dim F Ker gy1qz g s y1 yq . 9 .  .  .  .n , q
Fix a generating element g of FU2 and put d s g qy1 g F 2 , v sq q
  2 .. qy1  .exp 2p ir q y 1 g C, j s v g C. Let j be the generator of Z G
, Z acting on the natural module for G as multiplication by d . Let Wqq1
 < i 4 ibe the space of J . Set W s w g W jw s j w , i s 0, 1, . . . , q. Let Jn i n
 .  w x. idenote the representation of U q on W . Then cf. 21 J are irre-n i n
ducible pairwise nonequivalent representations of G and even of the
 ..special unitary group SU q provided that n G 3. Furthermore,n
n nn nq q q y1 q y y1 .  .
0 ideg J s , deg J s , i ) 0.n nq q 1 q q 1
Let z i denote the character afforded by J i . Along with these q q 1n n
characters we shall also consider their ``twisted'' analogues z i, j, wheren
0 F j F q and
z i , j g s z i g d j g , 10 .  .  .  .n n n
j . j t t  .2where d g s j for det g s d . We shall call all q q 1 of thesen
 .  . characters irreducible Weil representations of U q if n s 2 they are stilln
.irreducible, but are no longer pairwise distinct; cf. Lemma 4.7 below .
Clearly, all q q 1 characters z i, j with a fixed i have the same restrictionn
 . ito SU q which are denoted by z and which are called irreducible Weiln n
 . irepresentations of SU q if n G 3. If n s 2, the z are not always irre-n n
ducible, and are no longer pairwise distinct; cf. Lemma 4.7. For uniformity
i  .we call the irreducible constituents of the z irreducible Weil representa-n
 . 0  .tions of SU q . For example, z is the Steinberg character of SU q . We2 2 2
 .stress the Weil representations of SU q are those of degrees q, q y 12
  . .  .and q y 1 r2 if q is odd rather than those of degrees q " 1 r2, which
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 .  .   .arise if q is odd and we view SU q as Sp q . If one views SU q as2 2 2
 .SL q , then the Weil representations would have degrees q, q q 1, and2
 . .q q 1 r2 if q is odd.
First we compute the character z i:n
 .LEMMA 4.1. For g g U q one hasn
n qy1 . yl .dim Ker gydi yi lz g s j yq . .  .n q q 1 ls0
Proof. By the definition of z i one hasn
q
l k l kz j g s j z g . . . n , q n
ks0
Hence,
q q q
yi l l kyi. l kj z j g s j z g . .  n , q n
ls0 ls0 ks0
q q
k kyi. ls z g j . n
ks0 ls0
q
ks z g ? q q 1 d .  . n k , i
ks0
s q q 1 z i g . .  .n
 .Together with formula 9 , it implies
n qy1 . yl .dim Ker gydi yi lz g s j yq . .  .n q q 1 ls0
n  . 2Now we consider a natural module V s F for G s U q and forq n n
 ..  .S s SU q with a Hermitian form ., . preserved by G . Fix somen n n
 .orthonormal basis e , . . . , e of V. Then we can embed G in G and1 n ny1 n
S in S so that G and S fix e . In fact, any embedding of S inny1 n ny1 ny1 1 ny1
S is of this kind; cf. Lemma 4.16. The following lemma is well known.n
LEMMA 4.2. Let n G 3 and C be an irreducible Weil representation of Gn
 . <  < .resp. of S . Then irreducible constituents of C resp. of C areG Sn ny 1 ny1
 .Weil representations of G resp. of S .ny1 ny1
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<Proof. Observe that J is a direct sum of q copies of J .Gn ny1ny 1
 .Lemma 4.2 shows that Weil representations of G resp. of S re-n n
 .stricted to a standard subgroup G resp. S are sums of Weilny1 ny1
 .representations of G resp. of S . The aim of this section is to showny1 ny1
 .that this property characterizes irreducible Weil representations of Gn
 .resp. S .n
 .For brevity, we call an irreducible character x of G resp. S an n
character of Weil type, if all the irreducible constituents of degree ) 1 of
<  .x are Weil characters of G resp. S .G ny1 ny1ny 1
 .  .  .   ..THEOREM 4.3. i Let n G 3, n, q / 3, 2 , and q g Irr U q . Sup-n
<  .pose that all the irreducible constituents of q U q are Weil representationsny1
 .  i i, j < 4of U q or of degree 1, that is, belong to the set d , z 0 F i, j F q .ny1 ny1 ny1
 .Then either q is of degree 1 or it is a Weil representation of U q , i.e.,n
 i i, j < 4q g d , z 0 F i, j F q .n n
 .  .  .   ..ii Let n G 3, n, q / 3, 2 , and q g Irr SU q . Suppose that alln
<  .  .the irreducible constituents of q SU q are Weil representations of SU qny1 ny1
 i < 4or tri¨ ial, that is, belong to the set 1 , z 0 F i F q . Then q is eitherSU q. ny1ny 1
 .  i <of degree 1 or a Weil representation of SU q , i.e., q g 1 , z 0 Fn SU q. nn
4i F q .
From this theorem follows surprising consequence:
 .   ..COROLLARY 4.4. Let n G 3 and X , U q resp. Y , SU q be the2 2
 .   ..  .pointwise stabilizer in U q resp. in SU q of a nondegenerate n y 2 -n n
subspace in V.
 .   .. <i Suppose q G 3 and q g Irr U q is such that q has no irre-Xn
ducible constituent of dimension q q 1. Then q is either of degree 1 or a Weil
 .representation of U q .n
 .   .. <ii Let q G 4 and q g Irr SU q ; suppose that q has no irre-Yn
 .ducible constituent of dimension q q 1 or q q 1 r2. Then q is either tri¨ ial
 .or a Weil representation of SU q .n
 .  .Remark 4.5. The restriction n, q / 3, 2 in Theorem 4.3 is essential.
Also, in the case n s 3 the characters z i, j are not always distinct; cf.ny1
 .Lemma 4.7 below. Moreover, the set of Weil representations of SU q2
contain two more characters, namely the characters h and hU of degree1 1
 .q y 1 r2, if q is odd. The reason for us to formulate Theorem 4.3 as
 .above is as follows. Suppose n s 3, q is odd, and q g Irr S is of Weil3
<type. Suppose also that q contains, say, h with multiplicity k ) 0.S 12
 . UClearly, N s N S , G , hence N permutes the characters h and hS 2 2 1 13
transitively. In particular, hU enters q with multiplicity k , and z qq1.r21 2
enters q with multiplicity k , since z qq1.r2 s h q hU by Lemma 4.7.2 1 1
< iThus q is a sum of the characters 1 and z , 0 F i F q.S S 22 2
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The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.3.
The following lemma is well known; see Corollaries 11.22 and 6.17 of
w x15 :
LEMMA 4.6. Let G be a finite group and H its normal subgroup with GrH
cyclic. Let r be a G-in¨ariant irreducible character of H. Then r is extendible
< <to an irreducible character, say x , of G. Moreo¨er, r has exactly GrH
 .distinct extensions to G, namely xa with a running o¨er Irr GrH .
 .  .2 i, jLEMMA 4.7. i Suppose n G 3. Then all q q 1 characters z aren
 i, j. < i  i.G n q i, jpairwise distinct. Furthermore, z s z and z s  z .Sn n n js0 nn
 . i, j qq1yi, iqj i qq1yiii Let n s 2. Then z s j and z s z for any i, j,2 2 2 2
 . i0 F i, j F q and the indices are taken modulo q q 1 . If q is e¨en then all z2
 . iare irreducible characters of SU q . If q is odd then z is irreducible if2 2
 . qq1.r20 F i F q y 1 r2 and z is the sum of two irreducible characters2
U  .  .  i.G 2 q i, jh , h of degree q y 1 r2 of SU q . Furthermore, z s  z if1 1 2 2 js0 2
 .i / q q 1 r2, and
 .qy1 r2
G G G2 U1 qq1.r2 qq1.r2, j2 2z s h s h s z . .  . . 2 1 1 22
js0
 .  .Proof. i Consider the element q s diag d ,1, . . . , 1 of G . By Lemman
4.1,
ny1ny1q y y1 . ny1i , 0 iz g s y q y1 j y d . .  .  .n i , 0q q 1
i, 0 . j . jIn particular, z g / 0 if n G 3. Now suppose n G 3. Since d g s dn n
and all z i are distinct, we obtain that all the z i, j are distinct, if n G 3.n n
Other claims follow from Frobenius' reciprocity.
 .  . w xii The character table of U q can be read off from 17 . In2
i, j  . w xparticular, if i / 0 then z is l i q j, j under the notation of 17 . But2 3
 .  . i, j qq1yi, iqjl m, n s l n, m , hence z s z for any i, j. Restricting to3 3 2 2
 . i qq1y1  .SU q , one gets that z s z . The computation in i shows that2 2 2
i, 0 . i i, 0 .  .z g s d y 1 y j . In particular, j g / 0 for 0 F i - q q 1 r2,2 i, 0 2
i, j  .which implies that all z are distinct if 0 F i - q q 1 r2 and 0 F j F q.2
qq1.r2, j  .One can check all z are distinct if q is odd and 0 F i - q q 1 r2,2
 .and that their restrictions to SU q are all equal to the sum of two2
U  .  .irreducible characters h , h of degree q y 1 r2 of SU q . Other claims1 1 2
follow from Frobenius' reciprocity.
w x  .  .THEOREM 4.8 26 . Let n G 3, L s PSU q , and n, q /n
 .  .  .  .3, 2 , 4, 2 , 4, 3 , 6, 2 . Let x be a faithful projecti¨ e irreducible complex
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character of L of degree less than d, where
¡ 2q y q q 1 q y 1 rgcd 3, q q 1 , n s 3, q G 3, .  . .
2 2q y q q 1 q q 1 rgcd 2, q y 1 , n s 4, q G 4, . .  .
n ny1 2 2~ q q 1 q y q r q q 1 q y 1 , n G 5, 2 ¦ n ,d s  .  . .  .
n ny1 2 <q y 1 q q 1 r q q 1 q y 1 , n G 6, 2 n , q / 2, .  . .  .
n ny1 2¢ <q y 1 q y 1 r q q 1 q y 1 , n G 8, 2 n , q s 2. .  . .  .
Then x is one of the q q 1 Weil characters z i, 0 F i F q.n
 .  .It suffices to prove Theorem 4.3 for any of the groups U q , SU q :n n
 .  .LEMMA 4.9. The statements i and ii of Theorem 4.3 are equi¨ alent.
 .  .Proof. Assume that Theorem 4.3 i is true. Let q g Irr S be a char-n
acter of Weil type and a s q N S . Then each irreducible constituent mny1
of a is either trivial or a Weil character; therefore mG ny 1 is a sum of d iny1
and z i, j by Lemma 4.7. It follows that a G ny 1 is a sum of d i and z i, j .ny1 ny1 ny1
Besides, a is G -invariant indeed, by Remark 4.5, a is a sum of 1ny1 Sny 1i .and z , and each of these characters is G -invariant . In particular, ifny1 ny1
G ny 1 .y g G then the value of the induced character a y s 0 if y fny1
 .  .S , and q q 1 q y otherwise. Consider the embedding of G in Gny1 ny1 n
 .that identifies y g G with x s diag 1, y g G . For representatives ofny1 n
 k .the cosets G rS one can take the elements z s diag d , E g G ,n n k ny1 n
 G n.0 F k F q. Clearly, z centralizes G . Therefore, for b s q N Gk ny1 ny1
 .  .  .one has b x s 0 if y f S and q q 1 q y otherwise. We have shownny1
 G n.  .G ny 1 ithat g [ q N G s q N S . In particular, g is a sum of d ,ny1 ny1 ny1
d i, j , and so each irreducible constituent r of q G n is of Weil type. Due tony1
 . i i, ji , r is either some d or z . Now by Frobenius' reciprocity q entersn n
r N S , and so q is equal to 1 or z i.n S nn
 .  .Conversely, assume that Theorem 4.3 ii is true. Let q g Irr G be ofn
<Weil type, and let x be an arbitrary irreducible constituent of q S . Thenn
<  . <  .x S ``enters'' q N G S , therefore x is of Weil type. Due to ii , xny1 ny1 ny1
is either trivial or a Weil character. By Lemma 4.7, x G n is a sum of d i andn
i, j i i, jj , hence by Frobenius' reciprocity q is one of the characters d , z .n n n
  .  ..LEMMA 4.10. Theorem 4.3 is true for n s 3, 4, 5 and n, q / 3, 2 .
 .Proof. By Lemma 4.9 it suffices to prove claim i of Theorem 4.3. The
 . w xcharacter tables for G s U q , m s 2, 3, 4, can be read off from 17 .m m
 .Let x g Irr G be of Weil type. For n s 3 consider any irreduciblem
 .  w x. character l k of degree q q 1 of G under the notation of 17 . We4 2
.  .may do this because q G 3 if n s 3. Then l k is neither of degree 14
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nor a Weil character. On the other hand, by direct computation
 <  ..  .  .  .x , l k G 1, if x is other than u l , u l , u l, m under theG 4 G 1 2 42 2w x  l 0, l lym , m .notation of 17 d , z , z under our notation . This proves Theo-3 3 3
rem 4.3 for n s 3.
w xNext let n s 4. Under the notation of 17 , pick x, y in G from the3
 .  .conjugacy classes A 0 and A 0 , respectively. If G is embedded in the2 3 3
 .standard way in G , then x, y belong to the conjugacy classes A 0 and4 2
 .  .  .  .A 0 of G , respectively. As x is of Weil type, x 1 q q y 1 x x y4 4
 . w xq x y s 0. The character table of G 17 shows that this relation holds4
 .  .  . w xonly if x is one of x k , x k , x k, l under the notation of 171 14 19
 k 0, k lyk , k .d , z , z under our notation . This implies Theorem 4.3 for n s 4.4 4 4
w xLet n s 5. For the character table of G see 18 . Pick elements5
 .  .  .x, y, z g G from the conjugacy classes A 0 , A 0 , and A 0 of G ,4 2 3 4 4
 w x.respectively notation of 17 . If G is embedded in the standard way in4
 .  .  .G , then x, y, z belong to the conjugacy classes A 0 , A 0 , and A 05 12 13 14
of G , respectively. As x is of Weil type,5
x 1 q q y 1 x x y q x y s 0, x y s x z . .  .  .  .  .  .
w xBy inspecting the character table of G 18 , one can check that these5
 .  .  .relations hold only if x is A i , A i , or A i, j under the notation of16 17 25
w x  i 0, i jyi, i .18 d , z , or z under our notation . Thus, Theorem 4.3 is true for5 5 5
n s 5.
 .From now on we suppose that n G 6. Our aim is to prove claim ii of
Theorem 4.3. Instead of working with parabolic subgroups as in Section 2,
 : .here we are dealing with the subgroup H s Stab e , where S sF 2n S 1 nqn
 .  .  .SU q , e , e s 1. Clearly H , G s U q ; namely, any elementn 1 1 n ny1 ny1
 y1 .x g H is of form diag det y , y for some y g G . The subgroupn ny1
consisting of all x g H with det y s 1 is canonically isomorphic to S ,n ny1
and we shall denote it by the symbol S . We introduce new notation forny1
 . i  .the following pairwise distinct characters of H : we set m x sn ny1
i  . i, j  . i, j  .d y , l x s z y . The reason for doing this is clear from theny1 ny1 ny1
following assertion:
 .LEMMA 4.11. Let x g Irr S be a character of Weil type. Then e¨eryn
<  i i, j < 4irreducible constituent of x belongs to the set m , l 0 F i, j F q .H ny1 ny1n
<Proof. Let a be an arbitrary irreducible constituent of x , b anH n
<arbitrary irreducible constituent of a . Since x is of Weil type, b gSny 1
 i < 41 , z 0 F i F q . By Frobenius' reciprocity, a enters the characterS ny1ny 1
b H ny 1, which is equal to q mi if b s 1 , and equal to q li, j ifis0 ny1 S js0 ny1ny 1ib s z .ny1
 :Set V 9 s e , . . . , e . First we find representatives of the doubleF 22 n q
 .cosets H R S rH . Observe that S rH is isomorphic as S -sets to then n n n n n
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w x  . 4 w x  i 4set L s ¨ N ¨ g V, ¨ , ¨ s 1 , where ¨ [ d ¨ N 0 F i F q . So then
set of H -orbits on S rH is that of H -orbits on L . It is clear fromn n n n n
Witt's theorem that the H -orbits on L are as follows:n n
 . w x4a e ;1
 . w x4b x where x runs over the vectors of norm 1 in V 9;
 . w x w i x4c x s g e q y where y runs over the vectors of norm 1 y1
g iqq1. lying in V 9, 1 F i F q y 1.
q  .2Fix b g F such that b q b s 1, and choose a basis ¨ , ¨ of the0 q 0 0 2 3
 :  .  .  .subspace e , e such that ¨ , ¨ s ¨ , ¨ s 0, ¨ , ¨ s 1. ForF 22 3 2 2 3 3 2 3q
1 F i F q y 2 fix b g F 2 with b qq1 s 1 y g iqq1., and set u s g ie qi q i i 1
b e . Then the elementsi 2
0 1E , g s diag , y1, En qy1 ny3 / /1 0
  . .under the basis e , e , . . . , e of V ,1 2 n
0 1 yig s diag , yd , Ei ny3i / /d 0
  . .under the basis e , u , e , . . . , e of V , 1 F i F q y 2,1 i 3 n
1 0 1
1 y1 bg s diag , E00 ny3 0 00 0 y1
  . .under the basis e , ¨ , ¨ , e , . . . , e of V constitute a complete set of1 2 3 4 n
representatives of the double cosets H R S rH . Observe that g 2 g H ,n n n i n
0 F i F q y 1.
LEMMA 4.12. Let n G 6. For s s 2, 3 let K be the subgroup consistingnys
of the matrices
x s diag d aE , y .s
 .  . ys aunder the basis e , . . . , e of V, where y g U q , det y s d , 0 F a F1 n nys
q. Define the following class functions on K :s
a i x s j i a , 0 F i F q , .nys
nys j a qy1 j . yl .dim Ker yydi j yi lb x s j yq , 0 F i , j F q. .  .nys q q 1 ls0
Then a i and b i j are pairwise distinct irreducible characters of K .nys nys s
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Proof. Clearly, a i are irreducible characters of degree 1 of K . Next,nys s
i, 0  .the map p : x ¬ y is a homomorphism from K into G , and b x ss nys nys
i   .. i, 0 i, j i, 0 jz p x . Hence b is a character of K . In this case b s b ? a isnys s s s s s
also a character of K for any j. If K X denotes the subgroup consisting ofs s
 X .those x g K with a s 0, then obviously p K , S . Since n y s G 3,s s nys
the z i with 0 F i F q are pairwise distinct irreducible characters ofnys
i j < X i, j i9, j9 i0degree G 2 of S . Thus b is irreducible, and b / b , a ifKnys nys nys nys nyss
i, j i, j90 F i, i9, i0, j, j9 F q and i9 / i. By Lemma 4.6, b / b for j9 / j.nys nys
PROPOSITION 4.13. Let n G 6, 0 F i, j, j9 F q. Then the intertwining
number
S Sn ni , j i , j9l , l .  . /ny1 ny1 Sn
is at most q2 q 1 if j s j9, and 0 if j / j9.
 . i, j i, j9Proof. 1 Denote l s l , r s l , G s S , H s H . For 0 F tny1 ny1 n n
y1 <  .  y1 .F q y 1 set L s H l g Hg , l s l , r x s r g xg for x g L .Lt t t t t t t tt
By Lemma 1.7,
qy1
G Gl , r s l, r q l , r . .  . .  LH t tG t
ts0
 .2 Clearly, the subgroup K defined in Lemma 4.12 is contained in2
L for all t, 1 F t F q y 1. Claim thatt
i , j < k , iyjykl s b , 11 .Kny1 ny22
0FkFq , k/i
 q a .where the indices are taken modulo q q 1. Indeed, for x s diag d , d , y
 a .g K and z s diag d , y , one has2
ny1 yj a qy1 j . l .dim Ker zydi , j i ll x s j yq .  .ny1 q q 1 ls0
ny1 yja qy1 j . l .dim Ker yydi ls j yq .q q 1 ls0
 a.ny2 dim Ker yyd iyj.aq y1 j yq .  .
s yb i , yj x q b k , iyjyk x .  .ny2 ny2
0FkFq
s b k , iyjyk x , . ny2
0FkFq , k/i
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since
b k , iyjyk x . ny2
0FkFq
ny2 q qy1 . l .dim Ker yyd iyjyk .a k ls j ? j yq . q q 1 ks0 ls0
ny2  iyj.a q qy1 j . l .dim Ker yyd k lya.s yq ? j . q q 1 ls0 ks0
 a.ny2 dim Ker yyd iyj.as y1 j yq . .  .
Similarly, K is contained in L , and3 0
i , j < k , iyjyk i , yjl K s q y 1 b q b . 12 .  .ny1 3 ny3 ny3
0FkFq
 a a a .  a a .Indeed, for x s diag d , d , d , y g K and z s diag d , d , y , one has3
ny1 yj a qy1 j . l .dim Ker zydi , j i ll x s j yq .  .ny1 q q 1 ls0
ny1 yj a qy1 j . l .dim Ker yydi ls j yq .q q 1 ls0
 a.ny1 dim Ker yyd iyj.aq q y 1 y1 j yq .  .  .
s b i , yj x q q y 1 b k , iyjyk x , .  .  .ny3 ny3
0FkFq
since
b k , iyjyk x . ny3
0FkFq
ny3 q qy1 . l .dim Ker yyd iyjyk .a k ls j ? j yq . q q 1 ks0 ls0
ny3  iyj.a q qy1 j . l .dim Ker yyd k lya.s yq ? j . q q 1 ls0 ks0
 a.ny3 dim Ker yyd iyj.as y1 j yq . .  .
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 .  .3 At this point we suppose that j9 / j. Then l, r s 0. For eachH
< k , iyjyk  .t, 1 F t F q y 1, one has l s  b by 11 . Furthermore, ifKk k / i ny22
 a a . y1  a a .x s d , d , y g K , then g xg s d , d , y9 with y9 conjugate to y in2 t t
 . < k , iyj9ykG . Hence by 11 one has r s  b . Applying LemmaKny2 t k / i ny22
4.12 and using the condition j9 / j, we get
< <0 F l , r F l , r s 0, .  .K KLt t t t K2 2t 2
 .  .i.e., l , r s 0. Similarly, applying 12 , we gett t Lt
< <0 F l , r F l , r s 0, .  .K KL0 0 0 0 K3 30 3
 .  G G.i.e., l , r s 0. Consequently, l , r s 0, as stated.0 0 L G0
 .  .4 Finally, let j9 s j. Then l, r s 1. Arguing as above, we seeH
that, for each t, 1 F t F q y 1,
< <l , r F l , r s q. .  .K KLt t t t K2 2t 2
 .We want to show that l , r F q. Assuming this has been done, we get0 0 L0
 G G. 2l , l F q q 1, as required.G
 .Observe that L s QM, where Q s O L is a p-group of extraspecial0 p 0
type of order q2 ny5, M is a Levi subgroup of L , and M , K . More0 3
precisely, one can identify Q with the set
w x ny32X , z N X s x , . . . , x g F , .1 ny3 q
ny3
q q q
2z g F , z q z q x x q x x s 0 .q k ny2yk k ny2yk 5
ks1
endowed with the following group operation:
ny3
X qw x w xX , z ( X 9, z9 s X q X 9, z q z9 y x x , k ny2yk
ks1
 X X .if X 9 s x , . . . , x . Both the centre and the commutator group of Q1 ny3
 w x q 42are equal to T s t [ 0, c N c g F , c q c s 0 . A direct computationc q
shows that
ny2ny2q y y1 . ny1
l t s y q y1 d , .  .c i , 0q q 1
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hence
ny3ny3q y y1 . ny3 ny3<l s q y1 d ? 1 q q u . . T i , 0 T /q q 1  .  4ugIrr T _ 1T
13 .
Notice that
T s Z L . 14 .  .0
< k lNow decompose l [ l s  f q  c with k, l G 0, f , cL0 cs1 c ds1 d c d0
 .g Irr L , Ker f W T , and Ker c = T. Observe that Q has q y 1 irre-0 c d
ducible characters of degree q ny3, each nontrivial on T , and q2 ny6
 . ny3characters of degree 1, each trivial on T. Then f 1 G q as this is soc
 .  .  . ny3for f N Q. On the other hand, 13 and 14 imply f 1 F q . Thus, thec c
characters f , 1 F c F k, are pairwise distinct and of degree q ny3; andc
 .  .k s q y 1. From 13 and 14 it also follows that
ny3ny3l q y y1 . ny3 i , yjc 1 s q y1 d s b 1 . .  .  . d i , 0 ny3q q 1ds1
 . i, yj . i, yj .  .ny3By 12 each c has degree equal to b 1 or b 1 " y1 ; andd ny3 ny3
 .  . i, yj . ny3c 1 G 2 as n G 6. It follows that l s 1 and c 1 s b 1 - q . Wed 1 ny3
have shown that l is a sum of q pairwise distinct irreducible characters0
 .of L ; in particular, l , l s q.0 0 0 L0
Recall that r s l and g 2 g H. Hence, applying Lemma 1.7, we obtain0
 .  .l , r F l , l s q, as required.0 0 L 0 0 L0 0
PROPOSITION 4.14. Let n G 6, 0 F i, i9 F q. Then the intertwining num-
ber
S Sn ni i9m , m .  . /ny1 ny1 Sn
is at most q q 1 if i s i9, and 0 if i / i9.
Proof. Denoted l s mi , r s mi9 , G s S , H s H . For 0 F t Fny1 ny1 n n
y1 <  .  y1 .q y 1 set L s H l g Hg , l s l , r x s r g xg for x g L . ByLt t t t t t t tt
Lemma 1.7,
qy1
G Gl , r s l, r q l , r . .  . .  LH t tG t
ts0
< yi < yi 9For 1 F t F q y 1 we have K : L and l s a , r s a .K K2 t t ny2 t ny22 2
< yi < yi 9Furthermore, K : L , and l s a , r s a . From this itK K3 0 0 ny3 0 ny33 3
 .  G G.follows that l , r F d for every t, 0 F t F q y 1. Hence l , rt t L i, i9 Gt
 .F q q 1 d .i, i9
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 .COROLLARY 4.15. Let n G 6 and let q g Irr S be a character of Weiln
 .  ny1.type. Then q 1 - q 1 q q .
< q i q i, jProof. By Lemma 4.11, q s  a m q  b l for someH is0 i ny1 i, js0 i j ny1n
nonnegative integers a , b . By Frobenius' reciprocity and Propositioni i j
2  i, j .Sn  i, j .Sn. 24.13, b F l , l F q q 1, therefore b F q. If b , b ) 0i j ny1 ny1 S i j i j i j9n
 i, j .Sn  i, j9 .Snfor some i and some j / j9, then q enters both l , l sony1 ny1
 i, j .Sn  i, j9 .Sn.l , l G 1, contrary to Proposition 4.13. Hence, for given i,ny1 ny1 Sn
the coefficients b can be nonzero for at most one j. Similarly, byi j ’Proposition 4.14, a F q q 1 - q and a are nonzero for at most one i.i i
Hence
q
i i , jq 1 - qm 1 q q l 1 .  .  .ny1 ny1
is0
ny1ny1q q y y1 . ny1 ns q q q q y1 d s q q q . . i , 0 /q q 1is0
Now we can complete the proof of Theorem 4.3. By Lemmas 4.9 and
 .4.10, it suffices to do this only for S , n G 6. Let q g Irr S be of Weiln n
 .  ny1.  .  .type. By Corollary 4.15, q 1 - q 1 q q . If n, q / 6, 2 then, by
Theorem 4.8, q is either trivial or one of the Weil characters z i. Ifn
 .  .  .  .n, q s 6, 2 then q 1 F 65. Examining the character table of SU 2 , we6
see that q is either trivial or one of the Weil characters. Theorem 4.3 has
now been completely proved.
Successively applying Theorem 4.3 to the chain of standard subgroups
 .  .  .SU q > SU q > ??? > SU q , we obtain Corollary 1.5.n ny1 2
The following observation slightly refines the formulation of Theorem
4.3.
 .  .  .  .LEMMA 4.16. Suppose n G 3, n, q / 3, 2 , 3, 3 , 4, 2 , and L is a
 .  .subgroup of S s SU q isomorphic to SU q . Then L is conjugate to then n ny1
 .standard subgroup S , SU q .ny1 ny1
 . n2Proof. 1 First let n G 4. Consider the natural module V s F for Gq n
2as an F L-module. If V is irreducible then it is absolutely irreducible cf.q
w x. w x16, Proposition 5.4.4 . This contradicts 16, Proposition 5.4.11 . Hence V
contains a proper nonzero L-submodule U: dim U s k with 1 F k F n y 1.
 .The restrictions on n, q ensure that L is perfect. If U is degenerate, or if
U is nondegenerate but k / 1, n y 1, then clearly L cannot be embedded
 .in Stab U . Hence one may suppose that L stabilizes a nonisotropic lineSn
 :¨ . As L is perfect, L fixes ¨ .
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 .2 If n s 3 and q is even, then by Steinberg's tensor product theorem
each nontrivial irreducible F L-module has degree equal to a powerq
a  .2 G 2 of 2. Hence we can use the arguments of 1 .
If n s 3 and q is odd, then the central involution of L fixes a unique
 .up to scalar nonisotropic vector ¨ , and clearly L fixes ¨ .
Remark 4.17. Clearly, Lemma 4.16 is not true for subgroups of type
 .  .  .  .U q inside U q : U q contains two subgroups isomorphic to U q ,ny1 n n ny1
 .one is contained in SU q , another one is not. However, Theorem 4.3n
 .  .  .  .remains true for any subgroup U q in U q , pro¨ided that n, q / 3, 2 ,ny1 n
 .  .  .3, 3 , 4, 2 . Indeed, let L , U q be a subgroup in G . Then theny1 n
 .commutator subgroup L9 is isomorphic to SU q and is contained in S .ny1 n
By Lemma 4.16, L9 is a standard subgroup of type S in S . Accordingny1 n
to Theorem 4.8, Weil characters of L when restricted to L9 are Weil
characters of L9. Strictly speaking, Theorem 4.8 yields the result for all
w x .but a few exceptions, and these exceptions can be handled by using 2 .
Hence, arguing as in the proof of Lemma 4.9, we see that Theorem 4.3
holds for L ; G .n
Remark 4.18. We can give the following slightly weaker, however, in
.some sense more precise formulation of Theorem 4.3.
 .  .Let n G 3, n, q / 3, 2 .
 .   ..i Suppose q g Irr U q is such that all the irreducible constituentsn
 .  .of q N U q are Weil representations of U q , that is, belong to the setny1 ny1
 i, j 4  .  i, jz N 0 F i, j F q . Then q is a Weil representation of U q , i.e., q g zny1 n n
4N 0 F i, j F q .
 .   ..ii Suppose q g Irr SU q is such that all the irreducible constituentsn
 .  .of q N SU q are Weil reprsentations of SU q , that is, belong to the setny1 ny1
 i 4  .  iz N 0 F i F q . Then q is a Weil representation of SU q , i.e., q g z Nny1 n n
40 F i F q .
 .Remark 4.19. The restrictions of irreducible characters of GL q ton
 . w x the standard subgroup GL q has been determined in 23 see alsony1
w x.35 in terms of Green's parametrization of irreducible characters. Using
 .this result or arguing directly , one can prove an analogue of Theorem 4.3
 .  .  .  .for SL q and GL q . The link between the cases of GL q and U qn n n n
may be provided by Ennola's correspondence.
5. APPLICATION TO THE MINIMAL POLYNOMIAL
PROBLEM FOR THE UNITARY GROUPS
Theorem 4.3 can be used for classifying the representations of unitary
groups containing a matrix with specific minimal polynomial. More pre-
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w xcisely, the following theorem has been proved in 4 :
w x  .THEOREM 5.1 4 . Let G s U q , q a prime power, n ) 2, and V then
underlying space for G. Let p ) 2 be a prime coprime to q. Let g g G be a
p-element that fixes a nonzero isotropic ¨ector of V. Suppose that Q is an
absolutely irreducible representation of G of dimension ) 1 o¨er a field K of
 . < <characteristic coprime to q, in which d g - g . Then one of the followingQ
holds:
 . < <  .i g s q q 1, and dim g y 1 V s 1.
 . < <  .ii q s 2, g s 9, n ) 4, and dim g y 1 V s 3.
< <If char K s 0 or char K does not divide G , we can now identify Q with
a Weil representation of G.
THEOREM 5.2. Let G, Q be as in Theorem 5.1, and char K s 0 or
< <.char K does not di¨ ide G . Then Q is a Weil representation of G.
< <  .Proof. Observe that the conditions on g and dim g y 1 V in Theorem
 .5.1 allow us to assume that g g H , U q , where H is the pointwiseny1
  .  .stabilizer of a nondegenerate 1-subspace of V. In both cases i and ii
 . .Ker g y 1 is nondegenerate, hence g fixes an anisotropic vector of V.
 . Consider the case n s 3 in assertion i of Theorem 5.1 respectively, the
 .  .  ..case n, q s 5, 2 in assertion ii as a base induction on n. These cases
  :are handled by inspecting the character tables. For, set A s g , and
denote by u the character afforded by Q. If n s 3 and u is not a Weil
<character, then u contains all linear characters of A. If u is a WeilA
<character, then u contains all but one linear character of A. Next letA
 .  .  .n, q s 5, 2 . In this case g f SU 2 . However, multiplying g by a5
 .central element of U 2 , one obtains an element g 9 of order 9 inside5
 .  .  .SU 2 , with d g 9 s d g . Now g 9 belongs to the class 9A or 9B, and5 Q Q
3 3 w xg s g 9 belongs to the class 3C or 3D under the notation of 2 .
 < .  : <Computing u , m for A9 s g 9 , we see that u contains everyA9 A9A9
 . <  . < <  3. <linear character m of A9, if u 1 ) 6 u g 9 q 2 u g 9 . A look at the
 .character table of SU 2 ensures that all but four characters, namely the5
trivial and the three Weil characters, satisfy this inequality. On the other
hand, each of the four remaining characters when restricted to A9 does
not contain at least one linear character of A9. It remains to recall that
 .three Weil characters of SU 2 are extendible to nine Weil characters of5
 . .U 2 .5
 .Next, let n ) 3 resp. q s 2 and n ) 5 . By the induction hypothesis,
<every irreducible constituent of Q is either trivial or a Weil representa-H
tion of H. By Theorem 4.3, Q is a Weil representation of G.
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